TRAILS IN THE JASPER RIDGE BIOLOGICAL PRESERVE 12/88

GROUP TRAILS
maintained all year

1- Short Creek Trail (HD)
2- Long Creek Trail
3- Woodland Trail
4- Blue Oak Trail (HD)
5- Barberry Trail
   a shortcut connects 5 and 6
6- Rocky Road Trail
7- Hillside Lab Trail
8- Dam View Trail (HD)
   a shortcut connects 8 and 14
9- Chaparral Trail
10- Teasel Trail
11- Fringe Pod Trail
12- Swamp Trail
13- Levy Trail
14- Lakeside Trail
   a shortcut connects 14 and 8
15- Serpentine Trail
16- Weather station Cutoff
17- Goya Trail

MINOR TRAILS
bushwacked once/year

a- Contact Trail
b- Garrya Trail
c- Wislizenii Trail (HD)
d- Hermits Mine Trail
can be found and cleared if needed

e- Mapache Hill Trail
f- Forest Scramble
g- Ranch Road

Roads are patrolled by users.
Please report maintenance needs to JR office: 723-1589.